because, as it contains oxygen, it impoverishes the air less, and its waste products are also less destructive than those of gas, but it is about three times as costly.
Greek tea is sometimes " faced," as it is called?that is, it is powdered on the surface with different ingredients for the purpose of communicating to the leaves the admired green appearance. Prussian Particles and germs are floating in the air which easily get into a badly-covered can, and are thus a source of danger. Cases are recorded where disease has arisen from this cause, and where the strictest and most minute ? investigation has proved that this was the only source of contamination. To obviate such a contingency Dr. McVail of Glasgow has introduced his patent vented can, where, by special precautions, the can and milk are freed from germs, and the air which enters the vessel to supply the place of the milk taken out by a tap at the bottom passes through a porous substance, which thus filters it. If there is any reason to suspect the purity of milk, it should in all cases be boiled in order to kill the germs.
A new development of the automatic principle which has been so successfully applied to the machines which supply the public with post-cards, chocolate and cigars at railway stations, has been applied in a northern town. It is well known that the poor do not often burn gas, not because they have any rcsthetic preference for lamps, but because they feel the burden of a quarterly payment more than they. do the expenditure of a few pence weekly for oil. The new machine is an automatic gasmeter. One of these is placed in a house, and when the occupant wishes light he drops a penny into a slot. By an ingenious arrangment the weight of the penny forces a certain number of cubic feet of gas?just a pennyworth?into the pipes, which the tenant can use at will. Once a week the collector of the gas company calls, and takes the pennies out of the locked receptacle into which they drop. which has been built upon, endowed with, and is sustained by, the ends of cigars?has been frequently described. It originated with the editor of that most popular of German year-books, the Lahrer Kalender, and it has its busy collectors and contributors of cigar ends in every German town and among the German communities on the other side of the Atlantic. A new society of benevolent collectors, according to the Kleine. Zeitung, is now at work. The members gather together all the old used corks they can find?it matters not how damaged they are?and forward them to the central depot, from whence they are sent to linoleum factories, as the collected cigar ends are sent to tobacco factories. The yield from the corks, it is said, promises to be much more profitable than that from the cigar ends, and some poor folk have been employed (by a middleman ?) in collecting them.
